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 Like the original Powerpuff Girls, it follows the adventures of three girls, Blossom, Bubbles and Buttercup, who form the Powerpuff Girls Z. The series premiered on TV Tokyo and TV Osaka on April 2, 2006 and concluded on March 29, 2007, lasting 26 episodes. The animation studio, Madhouse, produced the series alongside with A-1 Pictures, and the script was written by Makoto Uezu. The
character designs are by Keiko Matsuzaka. The music is composed by Tsuneyuki Nakamaru and Hideki Saiwai. The series uses a combination of 3D computer graphics (for the outer space parts) and traditional cel animation. Z is the first of the Powerpuff Girls anime series to use computer animation rather than anime cel animation. Z is also the first anime series produced by A-1 Pictures, which had
also previously handled Sunrise's Colorful Radio Ranchi. The series was released in six DVD volumes in Japan between October 26, 2006 and April 25, 2007.[1][2][3][4][5] An English dub of the series was never produced. A film sequel was announced at the Powerpuff Girls 20th Anniversary Convention 2006. The anime film, Z-Force, was released in Japan on April 21, 2007.[6] Unlike the series,
it used only 2D cel animation. Contents show] Premise "In a world where humans live peacefully in harmony with the mysterious, living creatures, Princess Jasmine has never known that peace and happiness could come through ordinary everyday means." In this magical world, there are good and evil wizards who bring chaos through spellcasting and battles. A young girl named Blossom is chosen to

be trained to become a Powerpuff Girl who battles against evil wizards, but she is soon chosen to become a member of the Z-Force, a team of new Powerpuff Girls formed from the original ones and they try to restore peace by fighting evil wizards who are terrorizing towns. The Z-Force can use the same technology as the regular Powerpuff Girls. Plot Episode 1: Blossom, Bubbles, and Buttercup are
chosen by Professor Utonium, who creates the Z-Force, to become Powerpuff Girls Z. During their training they encounter the original Powerpuff Girls and Professor Utonium's brother, The Great Utonium. They learn that the villagers of Townsville have been terrorized by an evil wizard named Lord Drac 82157476af
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